Communication Acquisition
Program for Pre-Kindergarten
(CAPP)
The primary goal of CAPP is to build the core language skills of preschool children with significant communication challenges
through accommodations that promote active engagement, interaction, and the development of language and literacy skills.
The emphasis of CAPP is the creation of classroom environments that promote language and interaction all day, every day.
The purpose of Roadmap to CAPP is to support staff in careful planning, individualization, and explicit teaching of core
vocabulary and communication skills that will enable children to communicate with adults and peers for a variety of purposes.
The contents of Roadmap to CAPP address topics to help you set priorities for the first several weeks of your adventurous trip
toward Communication.
Key Components of CAPP
What you do Matters!
Ensure access, Model, Embed opportunities for practice
AAC – high and low tech formats
Acknowledge all forms of communication
Classroom-wide Communication System
Set up an environment that supports communication
Boards and cards in all areas
Model, embed, infuse all day
Individualize and respond
Shared Reading and Shared Writing
Core words
Concepts of print, Phonemic awareness
Comprehension, sequencing, wh-questions
Choices and text composition
Assessment, Data, Fidelity
Engage and Assist Families
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Visuals

Setting up &
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Getting Started with CAPP
Getting started might seem like an overwhelming task. You are likely farther ahead than
you think. Consider how you usually go about getting your classroom ready for school to
start. We will help you add the pieces that will address communication development.

First, take a look at your resources from the following aspects:
Space for organizing and storing materials, word boards and cards
CAPP materials that you will receive from TATS and additional materials you will need to make are
listed

Visuals that you currently have to display and use to help structure the day for your children.
Visuals should include the following:
schedules and routines (bathroom, hygiene)
transitions (arrival, changing activities, cleaning up, changing locations)
social and emotional development (feelings, calming down, interacting, waiting, class rules)
play (using toys, interacting with peers)
instruction and learning activities (projects, literacy and math concepts, step-by-step directions)



Available space in your classroom for displaying core boards and core cards for modeling and
for use by the children. Suggestions for displaying boards of various sizes are listed.



What are some of your children’s favorite books and songs? Which books, songs, and rhymes
do you use to build their interest at the beginning of school? Many of these probably have
visuals to support them and make them interactive (Wheels on the Bus, Itsy, Bitsy Spider)

Most Pre-K teachers use visuals. In CAPP, visuals throughout the day are even more important.
Core boards and cards will become an important part of your classroom visual system.

Important Resources for CAPP
TATS will use the Seesaw app for communication with CAPP leadership teams and
teachers. It is a format for sharing ideas, new information, as well as photos and videos.
Your packet contains directions and links. Chrome/Firefox: app.seesaw.me

LiveBinder will be used to supply you with updated resources, documents, calendars, and
reminders. Directions and link are in your packet. https://www.livebinders.com/b/2561334
access key is CAPP

Chat Editor is a software program by Saltillo. It is available for you to download and use to
develop core boards and cards. Directions are included in your packet and a mini-training
is planned for our first team call. https://saltillo.com top left corner

TATS regional facilitators will be involved in supporting CAPP. The TATS website has a
variety of information about communication, using visuals, and evidence-based practices.
https://tats.ucf.edu/
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Using the Environment to
Facilitate Communication
Evidence-based practices:
• Clearly defined and labeled areas
• Visuals for schedules, routines, activities

Supports provided:
• help children become independent
• add structure and confidence
• build receptive and expressive language
• increase interactions
• help with generalization and practice of skills
• reduce anxiety, increase understanding
• Provide opportunities to incorporate core words

Set up the Class –
Focus on Communication
 Develop classroom schedules that are based on the needs of
children.

 Label shelves, bins for toys and materials, and children’s
individual areas.
 Save room for organizational bins for CAPP materials and
shared reading and shared writing units.
 Save room for displaying Core Boards and word cards.
 The physical classroom environment – especially visuals
paired with core cards and core boards – should be a vital
part of instruction.

Planning Ahead with Focus on Communication
Classroom Arrangement – Core boards and core cards
 Large poster-sized core board - Post in a location that is accessible to
children and at their eye level. The poster should be placed in the
area used for whole-group instruction (circle time, morning
meeting).
 Legal-sized core boards – Place (hang from hook or velcro):
 In all play and activity centers
 Areas of routines and activities (bathroom, handwashing, entry)
 Tables (small-group instruction, activities, lessons, meals)
 Small posters – Place (hang from hook, velcro, on easels) in areas of
small group instruction, focus areas for play centers, literacy center.
Move these around as needed.
 Core word cards – Place cards of commonly used words on tables, tops
of shelves, and other areas as needed. Adhere with clear tape.

Organization is the key
for staff and children to benefit from all materials
Have it all together when you need it for a book.
Teacher hints:
Use 12x12 scrapbook bins to organize materials by books.
Include shared reading and writing, infusion activities, book
overlays, word cards, story props.
Allocate space in teacher areas for storage of materials.
An over-the-door shoe pocket organizer is a handy way to
store word cards. Label each pocket with a card attached
with packing tape and put the extras inside the pockets.

Consistency in visuals
• Combinations of different visuals is acceptable as long as a symbol for the word,
object, action is used consistently.
• If a word is on the core board, use that symbol from the core board in other places.
•

Example: If your schedule or a first/then card has the word “play” then use the “play”
symbol that is on the core board in the schedule.

• If a symbol is not on the core board, use a symbol of your choice, but use it
consistently.
•

Example: if a symbol is not on the core board -- trash can for “throw away”
paper towels after drying hands – choose a photo or symbol for “throw away” in the
visual routine. Use the same symbol for “throw away” in any place it’s displayed.

Consider the need for generalization of visuals when determining which symbols to use. It is
important to facilitate transfer of information and skills when a child moves to a different
class or a different location. Collaboration with family members, service providers, and staff
at a new environment will help a child transition to a new setting.

Why is this important? Evidence-based practices:

Teaching
& Using
Visuals

Direct and intentional instruction:
• Helps children learn routines
• Increases understanding of vocabulary used during daily schedules and
routines
• Increases attention to pictures, text, and tasks

Teaching children to notice and attend to visuals and to associate meaning
will help them understand and use core words in lessons and throughout
activities.

Use prompts to support vocabulary:
• Word board and/or AAC device
• Word picture board to cue use of words
• Ask questions
• What’s next? Tell me
• What do you need?
• Use cloze (fill in the blank)
• All clean, throw ______.
• Put it in the ______.
• Wash hands, get some ________.

Individualizing pathways for children
When using and teaching visuals consider individual needs. The
use of specific kinds of visuals will not hinder children’s use of
core boards or core words.
Even though a child requires specialized
visual support, continue to model and
teach the use of core word cards and
boards.

Schedule individualized for a child who need to
manipulate the visual cards and who needs an
indication of what is finished or all done.

Key words in a high-contrast
format.

A schedule that include objects
along with the visual. This type of
schedule might be used for a child
with visual impairments, as well as
for a child who needs help with the
association of a visual with the
word meaning.

Teaching and Supporting Vocabulary
Evidence-based Practices: Multiple steps, continuous instruction
• Visuals throughout the classroom are paired and modeled with core board and cards
•

Vocabulary meaning is taught verbally and modeled during routines and activities

•

Follow up teaching of visuals and words with guided practice

•

Prompting procedure should be in place and staff should be trained.

Include strategies in your daily
plans for supporting children
during routines such as
Circle/Meeting Times. It is
important that all children have
chances to participate in lessons
and discussions.

Teach and model the
vocabulary, not just the
action.

Teach, model, provide practice with
social vocabulary. Make sure that
cards are accessible. Pair and model
with core cards.

Presuming that a child who
is not verbal has nothing to
say is like presuming an
adult without a car has
nowhere to go.

How to Get There
Important: Plan and Design
 Environment
 Routines
 Activities
 Lessons
Remember

Destination: AAC Success

Access
Modeling
Opportunities

Introducing &
Embedding

Core

Introducing Core Boards and Cards
Why start now, before reading and writing?
Evidence-based practices:
Core words in all areas of the classroom (Access)
• Children become familiar with core boards and cards – they gain
practice in attending to core boards
• Pairing with routines and schedules help children associate core words
with real-life meanings

Reminder:
Formats for core words:
Large poster
Small posters
Legal-sized boards
Core word cards

Modeling core words during routines
• Use similar wording during all instructions for looking, watching, doing.
• When core boards and cards are used during reading, writing, and preacademic tasks, children will be used to attending to them.
• Prior modeling of core words in routines will help build skills of
associating the words during reading and writing.

Location is Important
Large and mid poster-sized
boards should be placed in
locations that are accessible to
enable staff to model their use
by pointing to words during
shared reading and writing. The
boards should be accessible to
children and at their eye level.

Example: Board on table for children to
use during table activities --Poster-sized core board on back of
cabinet for adults to use for modeling
words or for children to communicate.

Location is Important:
Boards and Cards in all areas
Place core word boards and cards in all
areas of the classroom. They can be
placed at entries to centers or within a
center area. “Easy access” word cards
should be placed as needed.

Accessibility to children is the key factor
in using boards throughout the classroom.
Staff should model the use of the boards
and facilitate their use by the children.

Core words Everywhere for Every Child

Some children might need an individualized
communication system similar to the one
above.
Core boards and word cards can be paired with
a child’s individualized schedule. Photo above
shows a child’s individual schedule, first-nextthen strategy, along with core boards and cards.

Place Core boards at each child’s
place for activities

Many devices are referred to as SGD – Speech
Generating Device

Remember the importance of modeling
and accessibility.

Place Core words along with other
communication supports in center areas

Location is Important: Easy Access
“Easy access” word cards increase ease of communication and allow
for immediate and frequent reinforcement. The words that are used in
this manner should be modeled frequently on the core board and cards.

“Easy access” word cards should be
paired with activities, such as “in”
and “out” for use with a sensory bin
scooping activity.

“Easy access” word cards should be
placed on tables in order to provide
a way for children to communicate
more easily.

Place words that children need to access to express their needs in several places around
the room. For example, word cards for “help” should be placed in areas such as
bathroom, sink, tables used for eating and for activities that require assistance such as
opening containers.

“Help”
Children should have easy
access to words like “help”.
Teach the meanings of these
words, model their uses, and
provide practice.

The Wide World of Communication Where to start with Core
Begin with Core words based on the following:
• those that are frequently used during activities and routines
and
• will be taught in the first few shared reading and writing lessons
•
•
•

Display, show, and model those words on cards and boards
Incorporate the use of those words when teaching routines and vocabulary
Place word cards and core boards in accessible locations

Teaching Tips:
• Select 1 to 3 words to model at first while you are still learning the board.
• Create visual reminders of frequently used phrases for adults who are modeling use
of core words.
• Add words to model as children learn them. Individualize according to needs.

Suggested words from shared reading and routines
I
you
see
can
do
don’t
help
go
like
want
feel
happy
play
open
look
yes
no
finished

The classroom is ready -- What’s the next step?
Set your Destination: Embedded Core
Check – Visuals to support routines, schedules, activities are in place and
are taught and practiced.
Check – Make sure core boards are in all areas.
Next steps: Plan for modeling core words with boards
and cards. Incorporate related words and phrases into
instructions and discussion of visual supports.

Plan for an easy access card
so the children can have a way
to communicate a need for
help or to answer “yes” or “no”
when asked.

Core Words and Phrases for Routines and Activities
Plan ahead –
•
•
•
•
•

Example:
Start with core words
“Who wants to play?”

Practice finding and pointing to those
three words.
Add “eat” and “sing”.
You might be new to modeling the
core words, but the children will be
learning too.

Practice finding words.

When could you use this phrase?

Identify the words that you will be pairing with routines. Start with
phrases that are used frequently and that are interesting and
engaging to children.
Find the words on classroom core boards.
Get the word cards ready. Introduce a few words at a time.
Model the words by pointing as you talk to children during their
routines.
Practice the words so you will be ready to model.

Supporting Core Throughout the Day
Hints for Effective Communicative Interactions
Be aware of opportunities to both model and expand the communication of
children.
It is important to model what you are saying by pointing to the core boards and
cards.
Guide children in using boards to express what they want to say.
Talk to children. Comment about what they are doing.
Be careful that your communication with children does not consist entirely of
questions and directions.
Prompt with a comment or question that is specific to an activity, interest. Begin
with an “expectant pause” -- Wait, wait, wait – and then model.

Remember to have
some key word cards
for “easy access.”
“I see you want to take out a different color.”

Core boards and cards for All Activities
• Include core boards in all areas.
• Facilitate communication during all activities.
• Even though you might have specific mini-communication stimulus boards
related to activities available, it is important to have full core boards in all
areas.

Meals

Play

• Refer to a core board to determine which core word cards would be
useful for display on the shelves or in an accessible area of play centers.
• When planning the use of core word symbols in play areas, remember to
consider the importance of social interactions during play.

Preparing for Shared Reading and Shared Writing
Get ready to introduce shared reading and writing.
• Focus on steps that will be used in those activities.
•

Observe children to be make sure various response modes are available and
various needs addressed.

•

Train staff on prompting methods and have prompting plans in place.

•

Provide practice to children for looking at pictures and books.

•

Instruct and provide practice in pointing to pictures in books, as well as other
responses.

•

Familiarize children with concepts such as first, next, last and who, what, where.

•

Plan for opportunities for children to make choices.
Provide supports and instruction for children who need help with making choices.

•

Incorporate songs with movements and visuals to increase opportunities for
vocabulary development and imitation.

Prompting
It might require a lot of steps, but you can get there!

Wait time is vital to the success of
any strategy, intervention, or
prompting technique.
Provide motivation to say or
indicate the word or concept.
Prompt and then WAIT.
Acknowledge and reinforce
attempts to communicate.

RESPOND!

Respond with specific
and relevant feedback that
provides opportunities
to expand
communication attempts.

1.
2.
3.
4.

While you WAIT:
Stop talking
Lean forward
Look at the child
Give the child processing time

https://www.tandemspeechtherapy.com/20
17/05/18/why-you-should-wait/

Prompting Strategies to Promote Communication

Model
Point to word board and
cards. When a child
attempts to communicate,
model with word board and
verbally.

Listen

Label

After giving a prompt or asking
a question, listen and wait.
Even if a child is not yet verbal,
“listen” to the communication
attempt.

Talk about what children are
doing. Comment about their
interests. Give them the
labels for their preferred
objects, feelings, and names
of peers.

Ask Questions
Ask questions about
routines – “what’s next?”
Point to the answer as a
model. Leave the answer as
a blank .. “Next we go to
______"

Descriptive Feedback
When working with young children with delayed communication skills, we accept all forms of communication
(looking, pointing, making sounds, shaking head, and crying). We interpret the meaning of their message and give
descriptive feedback.
We want children to be successful communicators. If we accept their messages and respond consistently, they
are more likely to communicate with us again and to persist in their attempts longer.
If, however, we respond with “use your words,” “say it,” we decrease the likelihood that the child will continue the
interaction.

Examples of Descriptive Feedback:
“Oh, you asked for more juice. Here’s your juice.”
“You looked at the paint. Here’s some blue paint.”
“You don’t like the milk. Do you want water or juice?”
Help the child direct his or her acts to the partner, thereby making the communication act intentional. For example,
when a child points at the toy shelf you might say: “You want a toy? Tell me what you want.” “Oh, you want the
train!”
Make your feedback even more powerful by pairing it with modeling of core words.

Understanding Unique Communication Challenges
Children who have language and communication delays and disabilities experience difficulties which
impact their abilities in a variety of ways. The challenges they experience are usually not limited to
communication; and in fact, most other domains of development are usually impacted by the delays in
language development.
Consider children’s difficulties as they relate to the following:
Oral motor processing
Social language
Memory for details
Following directions
Motor and verbal imitation
Understanding expectations
Confidence to keep trying

Language processing
Social interactions
Attention to tasks, stories, and directions
Multi-step tasks
Step-by-step processes
Language concepts
Willingness to attempt new tasks

Knowledge and understanding of the significant impact of communication delays and disabilities on all
areas of a child’s functioning can help staff and family members realize that failure or inconsistency in
communication should not be interpreted as refusal or “behavior”.

Links to helpful resources:
TATS website: https://tats.ucf.edu/
TATS "Rock Your Classroom"
"Rock Your Classroom" Communication Domain

Be ready for surprises.
Sometimes even the best plans hit a snag.
Take a deep breath
Observe again
Problem-solve

Collaborate - get input and help.
CAPP leadership team
Service providers
Family members
TATS facilitators

Don’t be afraid to make some changes.
You can change the pathway without changing your destination.
Base your changes on observation, data.
Keep the focus on communication for all children.

Pathways to Success
Problem-solving, Teamwork, Collaboration
Re-teach and provide additional supports for children who are
having difficulties with visuals.
• Consider different types of visuals
• Guided practice
• Fewer number presented for specific child
• Individualized visual supports

Provide additional time for individual,
small group practice.
Consider supplemental books that target
similar words.
• provide more modeling
• repeat lessons
• Include more infusion activities
• Provide additional strategies for
embedding core

Increase efficiency and interest in use of core board
and cards.
• Increase prompting levels
• Increase reinforcement
• Increase interest and understanding for child – pair
with classroom objects of interest
• Be sure the communication mode is accessible
and accepted – encourage communicative
attempts

You are on your way.
Straight ahead to Communication Success!
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Visuals

Communication

All Day
Every Day

Providing
communication
modes
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